make
music
happen!
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one

breeze

one

Traditional hand-crafting meets modernity in design
and the latest technology: breeze redefines portable,
mobile sound.
The impressive wooden cabinet houses a high-tech
chassis, a high power amplifier and innovative wireless
technology.
breeze one is, thanks to a Bluetooth® interface and
a powerful battery, the perfect sound source for an
open air party at the lake, a picnic or a comfortable
evening on the terrace.
At home these active speakers shine as a result of a
meticulously sanded varnish finish, which integrate
perfectly with the latest multi-room technology. As a
result, several loudspeakers in different rooms can be
connected via our app. Alternatively, different types of
music from various sources can be played in various
rooms via a tablet or smart phone.
Your options are unlimited – whilst operation is a breeze!

S P EC I F I C AT I O N S
Performance
Frequency response
Battery runtime
Dimensions

25 Watt
60–25.000 Hz
> 20 h 1
W 15,5 x H 22 x D 12 cm 2
1
2

at half the rated power
plus foldable handle
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two

breeze

two

Standing or lying, on-the-go or at home, breeze two
delivers fine form and rousing sound upon your demand. This portable stereo player engulfs big rooms
with outstanding power and excellent dynamics. Two
woofers provide the emphasis needed for the foundations of great bass and the tweeters deliver a clear,
finely drawn sound picture.
Like all breeze products, breeze two also presents
itself in a superb high class sanded varnish finish
and design, offering Bluetooth® and multi-room
connectivity.

(Wireless) app control, powerful battery and high
power amplifier helps make this speaker system the
perfect, universal solution for music lovers.

SP EC I F I C AT I O NS
Performance
Frequency response
Battery runtime
Dimensions

2x 25 Watt
50–25.000 Hz
> 25 h 1
W 44 x H 15,5 x D 17 cm 2
1
2

at half the rated power
plus foldable handle

5

five

breeze

five

Two very elegant sound columns, carrying clean, modern styling and easy integration into any home environment: breeze five revives the classic stereo system and reimagines it for a new generation, offering us
so much more…
Like the portable breeze devices these sanded varnished columns receive their audio signals wirelessly.
The powerful amplifier technology is integrated into
the cabinet casing, hence no pre or output stage is
necessary. Of course, a wired auxiliary device can be
integrated into the system too if desired – all of these
features helping make the breeze five a truly full-value
stereo system alternative.
The sound: breath-taking, rousing and adult.
The design: seductive, modern and rich.
The operation: a breeze!

S P EC I F I C AT I O N S
Performance
Frequency response
Dimensions

approximately 100 Watt
38–25.000 Hz
W 14,5 x H 89 x D 27 cm*
*

plus stand
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